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Abstract. Decision-making processes increasingly use models based on various methods 
to ensure professional analysis and evaluation of the considered alternatives. However, the 
abundance of these methods makes it difficult to choose the proper method to solve a given 
problem. Also, it is worth noting whether different results can be obtained using different 
methods within a single decision problem. In this paper, we used three selected Multi-
Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods called COMET, TOPSIS, and SPOTIS in 
order to examine how the obtained rankings vary. The selection of material suppliers was 
taken into consideration. The equal weights, entropy and standard deviation methods were 
used to determine the weights for criteria. Final preferences values were then compared 
with the WS similarity coefficient and weighted Spearman correlation coefficient to check 
the similarity of the received rankings. It was noticed that in the given problem, all of the 
methods provide highly correlated results, and the obtained positional rankings are not 
significantly different. However, practical conclusions indicate the need to look for 
improved solutions in the correct and accurate assessment of suppliers in a given period. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Various methods support the decision-making process with the indicators that favor 
one solution over another [1, 2]. It allows the experts to choose the optimal alternatives 
with a greater precision than relying only on their feelings. However, many different 
methods are used to create such decision-support models, making it a challenge to 
identify the method which is the right choice for a given decision problem [3, 4]. 
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One of the main approaches to creating support systems is the Multi-Criteria Decision 
Analysis (MCDA) methods [5]. They allow evaluating a defined set of alternatives based 
on the selected criteria describing the quality of alternatives in the considered aspects 
numerically [6]. However, the number of methods belonging to this group is constantly 
growing, and the results obtained often give different results within one problem [7, 8, 9]. 
Hence the question arises, how do MCDA rankings vary? 
The Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis is of great interest to experts in problems where 
the choice of an optimal solution is influenced by numerous factors that determine the 
quality of alternatives. These methods are applied in multiple issues, such as evaluating 
means of transport [10, 11], the selection of industrial suppliers [12, 13], the assessment 
of medical patients’ health [14, 15], or the management of resources [16]. The 
possibilities of a broad application of the MCDA methods make them a significant 
support and are effectively used by a larger group of experts. 
The calculation of the rankings, in some cases, requires the expert to define the values 
of the weights for the criteria, thus describing their importance in the evaluation process 
[17]. It is also possible to determine weights by the methods that do not require expert 
knowledge, and this is possible by using the methods such as entropy or standard 
deviation [18, 19]. What is more, in the case of testing the MCDA methods’ performance, 
it is worth determining the extent to which the obtained rankings are similar to each other 
[20]. For this purpose, similarity coefficients may be used, which use the preferences of 
alternatives obtained as a result of the MCDA methods in order to calculate the 
correlation value. 
The selection and evaluation of suppliers play a very important role in an enterprise’s 
functioning [21]. These activities occupy a key role in implementing the organization’s 
strategic objectives while being an important determinant of competitive advantage [22]. 
Due to its nature, the problem of correct supplier selection occupies a key role in 
managing the entire supply chain (Supply Chain Management - SCM) of the enterprise 
[23]. In the literature, it is emphasized that the correct selection and assessment of the 
supplier determines the possibility of focusing the entity on key competencies [24] and 
the appropriate response of the enterprise to the challenges posed by the market [25]. 
Pro-environmental initiatives and pro-social activities occurring in recent years have 
been reflected in the current principles of management of economic entities [23, 26]. 
Taking into account environmental imperatives in business activities caused the problem 
of selection while evaluation of suppliers is considered not only from the technological 
and economic perspective but also from pro-environmental factors [27]. This is 
confirmed by numerous literature studies on green supplier selection [22]. Additionally, 
including pro-environmental [26] and pro-social [23] imperatives in the business sphere 
and an attempt to find solutions satisfying various perspectives [22] resulted in a model 
issue of sustainable supplier selection [27]. 
It should be pointed out that, by definition, the problem of selection and evaluation of 
suppliers requires the consideration of different factors as well as different perspectives in 
one process [21]. Additionally, some of them have a conflicting character, e.g. the quality 
of services and price. It should be pointed out that these factors may be of both 
quantitative and qualitative nature, which implies the necessity of applying an appropriate 
methodological approach [21]. In scientific research, this has shifted the problem of 
selection and evaluation to the construction of multi-criteria models. The Multiple-
Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methodology is widely used here. The literature on 
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the subject shows a wide spectrum of multi-criteria supplier selection and evaluation 
models built using both the methods of the so-called "American school" of multi-criteria 
decision support [22] and its European counterpart [27]. In the area of the American 
school, for example, AHP and TOPSIS [28], VIKOR [29], ANP [23] or DEMATEL [24] 
methods proved their effectiveness in the problems of supplier selection and evaluation. 
Also, the methods based on the superiority relation (European school) are widely used in 
this issue and, for example, include methods ELECTRE I [25], ELECTRE II [30], 
ELECTRE TRI [31] or Promethee II [32]. Several works have also used rule-based and 
mixed-mode expansions of MCDA methods, and the current state of research in this area 
is available in Ref. [21]. Also, fuzzy expansions of the well-known MCDA methods have 
proven their effectiveness in the problem of supplier evaluation and selection [33]. Both 
simple fuzzy developments of the MCDA methods based on the triangular or trapezoidal 
form of membership function (fuzzy AHP [34], BWM and TOPSIS [26, 35]), as well as 
based on subsequent generalizations, e.g. Intuitionist fuzzy sets MCDA methods 
(TOPSIS [36, 37]) proved to be powerful tools for dealing with the uncertainty of 
measurements and preferences in supplier selection models. The current state of the art in 
the use of multi-criteria methods in supplier selection and evaluation is contained, for 
example, in Refs. [21, 22, 27]. 
On the other hand, despite the intensive development of research of the MCDA 
methods development, it should be pointed out that none of them is universal. Moreover - 
despite the same input data, the results (supplier rankings) obtained by different MCDA 
methods may differ [38, 39, 40]. Confirmation of this fact can be found in literature, 
where the problem of objectification in the MCDA methodology [38, 39, 40] and 
benchmarking of the MCDA methods was analyzed [8, 41, 42, 43, 44]. What is important 
is that the authors’ conclusions do not contain generalized conclusions. They are 
fragmentary (limited to a narrow subset of the assessed methods and the specifics of the 
domain). The authors unambiguously confirm the validity of the recommendations in the 
paper [3] on the need for a broader analysis and benchmarking of the MCDA methods in 































Fig. 1 Research framework 
As an answer to the shortcomings of the MCDA methods indicated above, in this 
paper, we used the Characteristic Objects Method (COMET), the Stable Preference 
Ordering Towards Ideal Solution (SPOTIS) and the Technique for Order Preference by 
Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) methods to solve the problem of the suppliers’ 
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selection. To provide the criteria weights, the methods of determining the weights were 
used to omit defining this vector by an expert. Obtained preferences were then used to 
compare rankings similarity with two selected coefficients, namely the weighted 
Spearman correlation coefficient and WS similarity coefficient. The aim was to check the 
impact of the used method to received rankings and answer how MCDA rankings vary. A 
detailed framework presenting the study procedure is shown in Fig. 1. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminaries of three 
MCDA methods are presented, namely COMET, SPOTIS and TOPSIS methods. Section 
3 presents the assumptions of determining the weights for criteria in multi-criteria 
problems. Section 4 presents the correlations coefficients. Section 5 includes the study 
case, in which the theoretical problem of supplier selection was solved. In Section 6 the 
conclusions from the research are presented. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods have been developed to evaluate 
a considered set of alternatives in order to obtain numerical values indicating the quality 
of individual options [45, 46]. They are often used as support models in the decision-
making process made by the decision-maker [47, 48, 49]. The main assumptions of the 
selected MCDA methods should be presented in order to introduce the principle of their 
operation. 
2.1 The COMET method 
The Characteristic Objects Method (COMET) performance is based on the definition 
of the Characteristic Objects, which are used in the process of the pairwise comparison 
made by expert [50, 51]. The preferences for the set of alternatives are then being 
calculated based on the obtained rule base. The main advantage is that it is completely 
free of the rank reversal phenomenon [52], meaning that the change in the number of 
alternatives will not affect the received ranking. The formal notation of the COMET 
method should be shortly recalled [53, 54, 55]. 
Step 1 Define the Space of the Problem – the expert determines the dimensionality of 
the problem by selecting number r of criteria, C1,C2, ...,Cr. Then, the set of fuzzy 
numbers for each criterion Ci is selected: 
 1 2 ,..., }{ ,r rn r r rnC C C C  (1) 
where nr is a number of the fuzzy numbers for criterion r. 
Step 2 Generate Characteristic Objects – The characteristic objects (CO) are obtained 
by using the Cartesian Product of fuzzy numbers cores for each criterion as follows: 
      1 2   rCO C C C C C C   (2) 
Step 3 Rank the Characteristic Objects – the expert determines the Matrix of Expert 
Judgment (MEJ). It is a result of pairwise comparison of the COs by the problem expert. 
The MEJ matrix contains results of comparing characteristic objects by the expert, where 
αij is the result of comparing COi and COj by the expert. Function fexp denotes the mental 
function of the expert. It depends solely on the knowledge of the expert and can be 
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presented as Eq. (3). Afterwards, the vertical vector of the Summed Judgments (SJ) is 
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Finally, the values of preference are approximated for each characteristic object. As a 
result, vertical vector P is obtained, where i - th row contains the approximate value of 
preference for COi. 
Step 4 The Rule Base – each characteristic object and value of preference is 
converted to a fuzzy rule as follows: 
    1 2 ii iIF C C AND C C AND THEN P   (5) 
In this way, the complete fuzzy rule base is obtained. 
Step 5 Inference and Final Ranking – each alternative is presented as a set of crisp 
numbers (e.g., Ai = {a1i, a2i, ..., ari}). This set corresponds to criteria C1, C2, ..., Cr. 
Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method is used to compute preference of i - th alternative. 
The rule base guarantees that the obtained results are unequivocal.  
2.2 The SPOTIS method 
The Stable Preference Ordering Towards Ideal Solution (SPOTIS) method is a 
recently developed method [56] and its main assumption is to define the data boundaries 
so as to determine the Ideal Solution Point (ISP). Further calculations to obtain the final 
preferences for alternatives are being made based on the received ISP. The method is 
declared to be fully resistant to the rank reversal phenomenon, similarly to the COMET 
method. 
For each criterion Cj, the data boundaries should be defined. It is required to select the 
maximum Sjmax and minimum Sjmin bound for every Cj. The definition of Ideal Solution 
Point Sj* depends on the type of criterion, where for profit type it should meet the 
condition of Sj*=Sjmax, and for cost type it should be Sj*=Sjmin. The following steps of 
SPOTIS performance are presented below. 
Step 1 Calculation of the normalized distances to Ideal Solution Point: 
  ,
ij j










  (6) 
Step 2 Calculation of weighted normalized distances d(Ai, S*) ∈ [0,1], according to: 
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Step 3 Final ranking should be determined based on d(Ai, S*) values. Smaller values 
d(Ai, S*) which are preferences of alternatives result in a better position in general 
ranking. 
2.3 The TOPSIS method 
The Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) 
method was developed by Chen and Hwang in 1992 [57, 58]. Authors proposed to 
examine the set of alternatives based on the calculation of the distance to the ideal 
solution. During this process, the Positive Ideal Solution (PIS) and Negative Ideal 
Solution (NIS) are used to calculate alternatives’ final preferences. Moreover, TOPSIS 
requires defining of the weights vector describing the relevance of each criterion [59]. 
Proper application of this method should begin with normalizing the decision matrix. 
Next step is to calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix: 
 , 1, , ; 1, ,ij i ijv w r j J i n        (8) 
Positive and negative ideal solutions for a defined decision-making problem should also 
be identified: 
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  (9) 
where IC stands for cost type criteria and IP for profit type. 
Negative and positive distance from an ideal solution should be calculated using the 
n-dimensional Euclidean distance. To apply such calculations, formula presented below 
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3. WEIGHTS DETERMINING METHODS 
The methods for determining the criteria’ weights can be divided into two groups: 
subjective and objective. In the first one, the weights are chosen based on the expert’s 
knowledge and feelings, while in the second one, certain features of the data from the 
decision matrix are used in determining the weights. The calculation of weights in an 
objective way for the selected three methods is presented below. 
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3.1 Equal weights method 
This method assigns weights equally to all criteria. The number of criteria equal to n 
will be the denominator in the calculation of the values of weights, where the nominator 
is 1 by the necessity of meeting the condition of summing up the values of weights to this 
particular number. This method is used in the sensitivity analysis of solutions obtained by 





   (12) 
3.2 Entropy method 
The entropy method involves measuring the average amount of information using an 
appropriate normalization given by Eq. (13). Based on this, the entropy value for each 
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  (15) 
3.3 Standard deviation method 
The standard deviation method in calculating the criteria weights’ values is based on 
the determination of the standard deviation, where larger values obtained result in 
assigning a greater weight to the more diverse criteria (Eq. (16)). The final values of the 
criteria weights are determined by means of Eq. (17), where normalization is performed 
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4. SIMILARITY COEFFICIENTS 
As the rankings obtained using MCDA methods were compared using the weighted 
Spearman correlation coefficient and WS similarity coefficient, their explanations are 
given below. 
4.1 Weighted Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient 
This coefficient differs from the classic Spearman measure because it considers where 
the alternatives under study were in the rankings under comparison. However, it is a 
symmetrical measure and does not consider which of the rankings the reference is. This 
coefficient can be represented by Eq. (18). 
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  (18) 
4.2 Rank Similarity Coefficient 
The WS ranking similarity coefficient is a new coefficient distinguished by its high 
sensitivity to significant changes in the ranking [60]. This index is asymmetric and 
strongly dependent on the difference between the two considered rankings at specific 
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5. CASE STUDY 
The conducted research concerned the evaluation of the quality of suppliers of 
materials for the manufacturing of metallurgical products. The company produces steel 
structures using purchased materials, so the price, quality, and security of supply aspects 
are important elements. Using three selected MCDA methods, it was decided to solve 
material suppliers’ problem and evaluate the alternatives considered, the criteria 
presented in Table 1 were taken into account. Their relevance determined the selection of 
criteria in evaluating suppliers and the extent to which they affect their attractiveness. 
The selection of such a set of criteria resulted from the analysis of reference literature - 
bibliographic studies [61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. On its basis, a set of 53 potential supplier 
evaluation criteria was identified. Subsequently, the company's panel of experts identified 
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Table 1 Criteria Ci taken into consideration in solving multi-criteria problem 
Ci Name 
C1 Price 
C2 Materials quality 
C3 Deliveries timeliness 
C4 Discounts 
C5 Payment condition 
C6 Cooperation assessment 
C7 Supplier communication 
C8 Complaint handling 
C9 Delivery terms 
 
The COMET, SPOTIS and TOPSIS methods were used to evaluate the suppliers' 
quality and materials. This analysis was carried out using data collected over the last four 
years, taking monthly deliveries. Also, in evaluating a set of alternatives, it was decided 
to use the methods of determining the weights for the criteria to check whether the 
method used would affect the results obtained in the given problem. The obtained 
preference results were then subjected to a comparative analysis, which consisted of 
checking the extent to which the obtained rankings are correlated. For this purpose, the 
weighted Spearman correlation coefficient and WS similarity coefficient were used. The 
rankings' correlation values are shown in Fig. 2 and A1 for the first and second selected 
coefficients. In individual Fig. 2 and A1, the horizontal axis represents the consecutive 
month number, and the vertical axis represents the value of the obtained correlation 
coefficient. It should also be noted that the correlation studied concerns rankings obtained 
by the selected MCDA method based on data for two consecutive months. In practice, the 
resulting broken line represents an analysis of the variability of the rankings of the 
assessed suppliers. Besides, each of Figs. (2, 3, 4, and 5, 6, 7) represents results obtained 
based on different techniques for determining the objectified weights in the model, i.e., 
entropy, equal and standard. 
 
Fig. 2 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings comparison with weighted 
Spearman correlation coefficient for entropy type weights 
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Fig. 3 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings comparison with weighted 
Spearman correlation coefficient for equal type weights 
 
Fig. 4 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings comparison with weighted 
Spearman correlation coefficient for standard deviation type weights 
 
Fig. 5 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings comparison with weighted 
Spearman correlation coefficient for standard deviation type weights 
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Fig. 6 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings comparison with WS similarity 
coefficient for equal type weights 
 
Fig. 7 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings comparison with WS similarity 
coefficient for standard deviation type weights 
A relatively high correlation of rankings is shown in both cases, both for all used 
methods of determining the relative importance of attributes (Entropy, Equal and 
Standard deviation methods) and MCDA methods (COMET, SPOTIS and TOPSIS). As a 
result of the analysis of Figs. 2, 3 and 4, it is easy to show that the highest variability of 
rankings was observed for the period from month 11 to 14 and for the pairs of months 1 
and 2, 23 and 24, 37 and 38 as well as 45 and 46. As a result of the analysis of Figs. 5, 6, 
and 7, it is easy to show that higher sensitivity of WS coefficient concerning Weighted 
Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient results in the fact that in addition to the 
previously indicated significant variability of rankings, there was an additional period of 
significant variability of rankings covering months 18 to 20. 
In investigating and analyzing the results, periods were sought where the greatest 
differences in the rankings obtained were recorded, and consequently, where the 
correlation of the rankings was lowest. Tables 2, 3 and 4 present, in turn, the results 
obtained for the COMET, SPOTIS and TOPSIS methods taking into account the lowest 
similarity suppliers final rankings. For each of the weighing criteria methods, two top 
lowest correlated rankings are included, along with data describing the year and month in 
which the suppliers were evaluated. As can be seen, these Tables do not differ since, as 
rw, the WS value was the lowest for these rankings. 
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Table 2 Lowest correlated suppliers final rankings (COMET method compared with 
WS similarity coefficient) 
Alternative Entropy Equal Std 
A1 7.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 7.0 3.0 
A2 3.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 
A3 7.0 5.5 5.5 3.0 7.0 5.5 
A4 4.0 2.0 5.5 5.0 4.0 2.0 
A5 7.0 5.5 1.0 10.0 7.0 5.5 
A6 1.0 8.0 8.0 6.0 1.0 8.0 
A7 7.0 5.5 11.0 7.5 7.0 5.5 
A8 7.0 5.5 7.0 7.5 7.0 5.5 
A9 2.0 9.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 9.0 
A10 10.0 11.0 10.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 
A11 11.0 10.0 9.0 11.0 11.0 10.0 
Date 2017-11 2017-12 2018-12 2019-01 2017-11 2017-12 
 
Table 3 Lowest correlated suppliers final rankings (SPOTIS method compared with WS 
similarity coefficient) 
Alternative Entropy Equal Std 
A1 8.0 5.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 4.0 
A2 4.0 3.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 5.0 
A3 10.0 6.0 2.5 7.0 10.0 8.0 
A4 9.0 9.0 8.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 
A5 1.0 10.0 10.0 4.0 1.0 10.0 
A6 5.0 8.0 5.0 1.5 3.0 7.0 
A7 6.5 7.0 5.0 4.0 5.5 6.0 
A8 6.5 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.5 3.0 
A9 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 
A10 3.0 2.0 2.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 
A11 2.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 4.0 1.0 
Date 2018-02 2018-03 2018-01 2018-02 2018-02 2018-03 
 
Table 4 Lowest correlated suppliers final rankings (TOPSIS method compared with WS 
similarity coefficient) 
Alternative Entropy Equal Std 
A1 7.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 9.0 3.0 
A2 2.0 1.0 4.0 3.0 6.0 1.0 
A3 7.0 5.5 8.0 3.0 9.0 5.5 
A4 4.0 2.0 6.0 5.5 3.0 2.0 
A5 7.0 5.5 1.0 5.5 9.0 5.5 
A6 1.0 8.0 10.0 11.0 2.0 8.0 
A7 7.0 5.5 10.0 8.5 9.0 5.5 
A8 7.0 5.5 10.0 8.5 9.0 5.5 
A9 3.0 9.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 9.0 
A10 10.0 11.0 6.0 10.0 5.0 11.0 
A11 11.0 10.0 6.0 7.0 4.0 10.0 
Date 2017-11 2017-12 2018-12 2019-01 2017-11 2017-12 
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Fig. 8 gives a graphical representation of the correlation between the suppliers month 
to month rankings obtained for the full 48 month period. The Figures below also show 
detailed correlations for all three MCDA methods (TOPSIS, SPOTIS, COMET) using 
WS and rw coefficients. Fig. 8 shows the case where equal attribute weights were used in 
the MCDA models. These Figures illustrate the density distribution obtained using a 
month-to-month comparison of the individual similarity coefficients between the 
different MCDA and weighting methods. The most similar results were obtained with the 
COMET and TOPSIS methods. The Appendix sets of Figs. 9 and 10 were developed for 
the MCDA models using standard deviation and entropy-based weighting methods. 
 
Fig. 8 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings correlation analysis – equal 
weights case, 48 month period 
 
 






Fig. 9 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings correlation analysis – standard 
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Fig. 10 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings correlation analysis – entropy 
based weights case, 48 month period 
The conducted research clearly shows significant variability of the month-to-month-
suppliers of rankings. Objectification of further research leads to the analysis of 
differences in rankings resulting from different MCDA methods (TOPSIS, SPOTIS, 
COMET). One form of such analysis and presentation of detailed quantitative differences 
between MCDA methods in suppliers' rankings is a set of Fig. 11. In a nutshell, it can be 
stated that these are so-called "error charts" showing each time the lack of convergence of 
the place in the ranking for 2 analyzed MCDA methods. A dot plot is expected in perfect 
correlation, where all dots are located on the main diagonal. It turns out again that the 
best results were obtained for the COMET and TOPSIS methods, whose results are 
characterized by the most significant similarity.   
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Fig. 11 Month to month MCDA based supplier rankings misfits analysis – entropy based 
weights case, 48 month period 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The problem of selecting the best alternative in the considered set, in which many 
criteria influence the quality assessment, is complex. Many support systems are 
developed to improve the decision-making process, based on different approaches, using 
MCDA methods. However, their number and use of different approaches in solving the 
problem by these methods often lead to different results. Nevertheless, it is worth 
identifying how obtaining the rankings of MCDA methods vary from one another. 
Three methods were selected to solve the problem of evaluating material suppliers in 
the metallurgical industry: COMET, SPOTIS and TOPSIS [2, 5, 66, 67]. It was also 
decided to use criterion weighting methods to check their performance on the results 
obtained. The rankings were compared using the WS similarity coefficient and the 
weighted Spearman correlation coefficient to determine the resulting correlations. 
Despite the use of different methods to determine the relevance of the weights and to 
determine the alternatives’ final quality preferences, similar results were observed, which 
shows that in the given problem of evaluating material suppliers, the method used did not 
significantly affect the rankings obtained. 
This study shows that the significant variability in time-based supplier rankings 
warrants further research in seeking detailed, reliable mapping models proper reflecting 
collected data over time. Forgetting or recalling functions adopted MCDA methodology 
seems to be promising research fields. 
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